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Resource Information

URL: https://github.com/

Proper Citation: GitHub (RRID:SCR_002630)

Description: A web-based hosting service for software development projects that use the Git revision control system offering powerful collaboration, code review, and code management. It offers both paid plans for private repositories, and free accounts for open source projects. Large or small, every repository comes with the same powerful tools. These tools are open to the community for public projects and secure for private projects. Features include: * Integrated issue tracking * Collaborative code review * Easily manage teams within organizations * Text entry with understated power * A growing list of programming languages and data formats * On the desktop and in your pocket - Android app and mobile web views let you keep track of your projects on the go.

Abbreviations: GitHub

Resource Type: software resource, service resource, software repository, commercial organization, software application, mobile app

Keywords: source code, database, java, php, python, objective-c, c++, c, c#, perl, issue, computer science, FASEB list

Availability: Public, Free, Paid plan

Resource Name: GitHub

Resource ID: SCR_002630

Alternate IDs: nlx_156051
Alternate URLs: http://www.force11.org/node/4710

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for GitHub.

No alerts have been found for GitHub.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 3132 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at RRID.


Kidwell CU, et al. (2023) Transferred mitochondria accumulate reactive oxygen species, promoting proliferation. eLife, 12.


Ritz M, et al. (2023) Comparative Genome-Wide Analysis of Two Caryopteris x Clandonensis Cultivars: Insights on the Biosynthesis of Volatile Terpenoids. Plants (Basel, Switzerland), 12(3).


